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Abstract 

Recently, we have been constructed sensor networks for smart space much more. It can 

provide users a smart environment and make users living or working conveniently and 

easily. In this paper, we present a hierarchical IoT federation architecture based on local 

Cloud, platform and middleware for massive context data acquisition in multiple sensor 

networks. Proposed IoT federation architecture has the interworking between sensor 

platform and local IoT cloud in multiple sensor networks, which can collect massive 

environment data for analysis of situation. And we design and implement a HDFS agent 

for Interworking mechanism between sensor platform and local IoT Cloud. We consider 

Hadoop for local IoT Cloud.  
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1. Introduction 

The Internet-of-Things (IoT), or more prosaically Machine-to-Machine (M2M), has 

received significant attention lately from both industry and academia as an emerging 

paradigm that manages billions of devices, gateways, sensors, and actuators connected to 

the Internet [1]. There is an overall view of interworking architectures, which enables 

exposure of various underlying network services for M2M applications running on top of 

the service layer, such as device triggering, device location, device management, etc [2]. 

And another paper presents an introduction of standardized interworking interfaces and 

procedures based on oneM2M global standards, and tests them through use cases 

involving multiple IoT service platforms [3]. The interworking involves smart city 

applications/services running on multiple IoT service layer platforms interoperating with 

each other.  

In this paper we have proposed a hierarchical IoT federation architecture based on local 

cloud, platform and middleware for massive context data acquisition in multiple sensor 

networks. It aims to collect massive environment data for situation analysis and provide 

users a convenient smart environment. We design and implement a HDFS agent for the 

interworking mechanism between sensor platform and local IoT Cloud. 

The remainder of this paper is divided as follows, Section 2 presents the related work. 

Section 3 proposes the hierarchical IoT federation architecture based on local cloud, 

platform and middleware. Section 4 proposes the design of HDFS agent for interworking 

sensor platform and Hadoop. Section 5 presents the implementation and results of the 

proposed architecture. And section 6 concludes the paper. 
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2. Related Work 

REST (Representational State Transfer) is an architectural style, which is often used in 

the development of web services. REST is a popular building style for cloud-based APIs. 

A RESTful API means web services used REST architecture. REST architecture involves 

reading a designated web page that contains an XML file, which describes and includes 

the needed content. REST typically runs over HTTP (Hypertext Transfer Protocol) and is 

often used in mobile applications, social networking web sites, mashup tools and 

automated business processes. REST use a limited number of operations (GET, POST, 

PUT and DELETE) to enhance the interactions between clients and services. And it is 

flexible because of assigning resources their own URIs (Universal Resource Identifiers) 

[4]. 

Hadoop as an open source project of the Apache foundation is the most 

representative product for the cloud computing research and application. The 

Hadoop’s distributed framework provides developers with a base  architecture for 

distributed systems. The Hadoop users can develop distributed applications without 

understanding the underlying details of the distributed system and make full use of 

the cluster storage resources, network resources and computing resources. The core 

design of Hadoop is MapReduce and Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS) [5]. 

Figure 1 shows the architecture of Hadoop. Hadoop frame includes four modules: 

MapReduce, HDFS, YARN and Common Utilities. Hadoop MapReduce is YARN-

based system for parallel processing of large data sets. Hadoop Distributed File 

System (HDFS) is a distributed file system that provides high-throughput access to 

application data. Hadoop YARN is a framework for job scheduling and cluster 

resource management. Hadoop Common Utilities are Java libraries and utilities 

required by other Hadoop modules. These libraries provide filesystem and OS level 

abstractions and contains the necessary Java files and scripts required to start 

Hadoop [6]. 

 

Hadoop

MapReduce
(Distributed Computation)

HDFS
(Distributed Storage)
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Figure 1. Hadoop Architecture 

HDFS is a highly fault-tolerant system, suitable for deployment in cheap 

machines. HDFS can provide high throughput access data and it is very suitable for 

large-scale data sets. HDFS has a high fault-tolerance characteristic, and is designed 

for deployment on low-cost hardware [7]. It provides high throughput to access the 

application data, suitable for those with large data set applications. HDFS is a 

distributed file management system for massive data storage. In this system, we use  

HDFS to store the sensor data files, and we manage the files by calling Hadoop 

commands in Java Application 
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3. A Hierarchical IoT Federation Architecture Based on Local Cloud, 

Platform and Middleware 

Figure 2 shows the hierarchical IoT federation architecture based on local Cloud, 

platform and middleware in sensor networks. As shown in the figure, each sensor 

platform connects local IoT cloud. And each sensor platform can connect many sensor 

middleware, each sensor middleware can connect many sensors. Sensor platform provide 

sensor information and sensing data storage service. Sensor middleware get sensing data 

from sensors and save the data into database via the service provided by sensor platform. 

Then sensor platform will request sensing data and sensor information and upload the data 

to local IoT cloud in multiple sensor networks. 
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Figure 2. Hierarchical IoT Federation Architecture based on Local Cloud, 
Platform and Middleware 
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Figure 3. Interworking Mechanism between Sensor Platform and IoT Cloud 

Figure 3 shows the conceptual model of this system. We will develop a HDFS Agent to 

connect Sensor middleware and platform and Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS). 

Sensor Middleware will get sensing data from Sensor and save sensing data into database 

via the service provided by Sensor Platform. There is a RESTful API in Sensor Platform 

and a HTTP Client in HDFS Agent. HTTP Client will get sensing data and sensor 

information from Sensor Platform via the RESTful API. And Data Uploader in HDFS 
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Agent is able to receive the sensing data from HTTP Client, convert the sensing data to 

files (txt, csv), and upload the files to Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS) in Hadoop 

framework. Client will control the process start or stop and show users the sensing results. 

 

4. Design of HDFS agent for Interworking Sensor Platform and 

Hadoop 
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Figure 4. Configuration for Interworking Sensor Platform and Hadoop  

Figure 4 shows the implement architecture. Sensor Middleware will get sensing data 

from Sensor and save sensing data into database via the service provided by Sensor 

Platform. There is a RESTful API in Sensor Platform, the communication between Sensor 

Platform and Sensor Middleware based on this API and used HTTP protocol. Sensor 

connect to Sensor Middleware by serial port. The communication between HDFS Agent 

and Sensor Platform also based on the RESTful API.  There is a HTTP Client in HDFS 

Agent. HTTP Client will get sensing data and sensor information from Sensor Platform 

via the RESTful API. And Data Uploader in HDFS Agent is able to receive the sensing 

data from HTTP Client, convert the sensing data to files (txt, csv), and upload the files to 
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Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS) in Hadoop framework. Client will control the 

process start or stop and show users the sensing results 

Figure 5 shows the detail design for HDFS Agent. In HDFS Agent. There is a HTTP 

Client and a Data Uploader. In HTTP Client, there are Data Transmitter, Data Parser and 

Data Receiver. When HDFS Agent get sensing data from Sensor Platform, Data Receiver 

in HTTP Client will receive data first and send to Data Parser, then Data Parser will send 

to Data Transmitter, and Data Transmitter will send data to Data Uploader and Client. 
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Figure 5. Detail Design of HDFS Agent 

Sensor Platform support to collect massive context data. Sensor middleware take a role 

in collecting sensing data sent by sensor then sending and saving sensor platform. Sensor 

middleware request sensor information (ID, Type) from sensor platform, and also verify 

pertinent IP address and Platform access privileges. Sensor middleware takes various 

sensors’ sensing data format information and parse processing through received sensing 

data. Sensor middleware take a role in monitoring state of the port connected, and 

accesses sensing data sent from sensor node and saves at memory through sensing data 

Parser. 

Figure 6 shows the sequence diagram of this system. Client send start request to Data 

Uploader and request sensing data from Data Uploader. Data Uploader sends request 

message to HTTP Client, HTTP Client sends request message to sensor Platform, Sensor 

Platform sends request message to Sensor Middleware, Sensor Middleware sends request 
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to Sensor and Sensor will return sensing data to Sensor Middleware. Sensor Middleware 

will return sensing data to Sensor Platform, Sensor Platform will save sensing data into 

database and return sensing data to HTTP Client. HTTP Client will return sensing data to 

Data Uploader. Data Uploader will return sensing data to Client, make a data file (txt, 

csv) and uploads file to HDFS. Finally, Client will send stop request to Data Uploader, all 

process will stop. 
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Figure 6. Sequence Diagram of this System 

5. Implementation and Results 

Table 1 shows the development environment of sensor middleware and platform. All of 

the design implemented on Windows 10 operating system, we used Microsoft Visual 

Studio 2015 as development tool and build the database in Microsoft SQL Server 2016. 

Table 1. Development Environment of Sensor Middleware and Platform  

Components Version 

Operating System Windows 10 

Microsoft Visual Studio 2015 

Microsoft SQL Server 2016 

 

Table 2 shows the development environment for HDFS Agent. All of the design also 

implemented on Windows 10 operating system, we used Spring Tool Suite 3.8.4 as 

development tool and the implementation is based on java 1.8. 

Table 2. Development Environment of HDFS agent  

Components Version 

Operating System Windows 10 

Java JRE 1.8 

Spring Tool Suite 3.8.4 
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Table 3 shows the configuration environment for Hadoop. We installed Hadoop 2.7.3 

on Windows 10 operating system based on java 1.8. And we used Spring Tool Suite 3.8.4 

as development tool. 

Table 3. Installation Environment of Hadoop  

Components Version 

Operating System Windows 10 

Java JRE 1.8 

Hadoop 2.7.3 

Spring Tool Suite 3.8.4 

 

Figure 7 shows the sensor which connect to Sensor Middleware via Serial Port.  

 

 

Figure 7. Temperature Sensor 

Finally, we need to run Client, the results of the client are shown in figure 8. We need 

to choose a sensor in the combo box, if the sensor is not in using, we cannot click the 

“start” button to start working. After we choose a sensor, the sensor information text area 

will show the information of this sensor, this process is shown in figure (a). Click “start” 

button will get sensing data through Sensor Platform, make data files and upload files to 

HDFS, this process is shown in figure (b). And as shown in figure (c), click “Stop” button 

will stop all the process. 
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Figure 8. Client Results 

After finish running the whole system, we can check the files storage situation in our 

local file system, like the Figure 9 shows. 

 

 

Figure 9. Sensing File List in Local File System 

And we can also check the files storage situation in Hadoop Distributed File System, 

like the Figure 10 shows. 
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Figure 10. Sensing File list in Hadoop Distributed File System 

In file list, each file’s name is current time of sensing data. And the content is a string 

split by commas including sensing time and sensing data. Figure 11 shows the sensing 

data on 17:49:03, May 19, 2017. 

 

 

Figure 11. A File of the Sensing List in HDFS 

6. Conclusion 

In this paper, we have present a hierarchical IoT federation architecture based on local 

Cloud, platform and middleware for massive context data acquisition in multiple sensor 

networks. During the study, we have a deep understanding about the using of multiple 

sensor networks and local IoT cloud. In future, we will try to extend this system by the 

implementation of a more complete IoT system, which can analysis the environment data 

directly and make this system more useful. 
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